Use the cryptic clues below to solve this crossword with a twist.

**ACROSS**

1. Upset, Sid turns on mad Burt (7)
4. After tea, reposition babies to see cats (7)
7. Dreamlike, as ruler ordered (7)
8. Conscious of being found behind well (5)
10. Higher lawsuit is capital (5, 4)
12. Digger cooked peas around first of December (5)
13. Move quickly to make radio transmission unintelligible (8)
15. Nervously excited when on the border (2, 4)
17. Peaceful serenades, with no commercials (6)
19. Everyone has a nice kind of affinity (8)
21. Between two numbers it leads to a product (5)
22. Desperate to make final trench (4-5)
25. Snare using potassium instead of first reptile (5)
26. Decked out in coat, tired of losing company (7)
27. Splash pet rats by mistake (7)
28. Inspects opinion polls (7)

**DOWN**

1. I guess Di’s designing masks (9)
2. Come to blows over bit of fabric (5)
3. A lab’s providing model aeroplane material (5)
4. One who informs on bank clerk (6)
5. Remembers grizzlies in imagination (5, 2, 4)
6. Speech swayed by shoe leather (5)
9. Publicity about war trophy (5)
11. With regard to little car, aroma is evocative of the past (11)
14. Age in general (3)
16. Looks suspiciously at underworld using visors (9)
18. Dance held in forum ballroom (5)
20. See lover making cattle fodder (6)
21. Tries experiments starting trial subjects (5)
23. Adult cygnets, looking pale on board (5)
24. Taught pronunciation of fancy cake (5)

“Biology gives you a brain. Life turns it into a mind.”

– Jeffrey Eugenides